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If even a relatively small number of black holes were created in the early universe, they will
constitute an increasingly large fraction of the total energy density as space expands. It is thus
well-motivated to consider scenarios in which the early universe included an era in which primordial
black holes dominated the total energy density. Within this context, we consider Hawking radiation
as a mechanism to produce both dark radiation and dark matter. If the early universe included
a black hole dominated era, we find that Hawking radiation will produce dark radiation at a level
∆Neff ∼ 0.03 − 0.2 for each light and decoupled species of spin 0, 1/2, or 1. This range is well
suited to relax the tension between late and early-time Hubble determinations, and is within the
reach of upcoming CMB experiments. The dark matter could also originate as Hawking radiation
in a black hole dominated early universe, although such dark matter candidates must be very heavy
(mDM >∼ 1011 GeV) if they are to avoid exceeding the measured abundance.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been appreciated that inhomogeneties in the early universe could lead to the formation of primordial
black holes [1]. In particular, inflationary models that predict a significant degree of non-Gaussianity could result in
a cosmologically relevant abundance of black holes, typically with masses near the value enclosed by the horizon at
or near the end of inflation,
Mhor ∼ M
2
Pl
2HI
∼ 104 g
(
1010 GeV
HI
)
, (1)
where MPl = 1.22× 1019 GeV is the Planck mass and HI is the Hubble rate at the time of black hole formation [2–
20]. Alternatively, phase transitions in the early universe may have provided the conditions under which substantial
quantities of black holes could have formed [21–24].
Black holes with initial masses below Mi <∼ 5×108 grams will disappear through the process of Hawking evaporation
prior to Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN), and are thus almost entirely unconstrained by existing observations.
Furthermore, black holes evolve like matter in the early universe, constituting an increasingly large fraction of the
total energy density as the universe expands (up to the time of their evaporation). From this perspective, it would
not be surprising if the early universe included an era in which primordial black holes made up a substantial fraction
or even dominated the total energy density.
Unlike most other mechanisms for particle production, the process of Hawking evaporation generates particles
democratically, producing all particle species regardless of their assigned charges or couplings. If there exist any
stable particles without significant couplings to the Standard Model (SM), they would be produced through Hawking
evaporation without subsequently thermalizing, but still contributing to the universe’s total energy density. This
makes the evaporation of primordial black holes a particularly attractive mechanism for the production of both dark
radiation and dark matter [77, 80, 84].
A 4.4σ discrepancy has been reported between the value of the Hubble constant as determined from local measure-
ments [25–27] and as inferred from the temperature anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [28].
This tension can be substantially relaxed if there exist one or more exotic particle species that contribute to the rel-
ativistic energy density of the universe in the period leading up to matter-radiation equality, as often parameterized
in terms of the quantity, ∆Neff [29–36] (for alternative explanations, see Refs [37–42]). If there exist any light and
long-lived decoupled particles (such as axions, for example), then any black holes that are present in the early universe
will produce a background of such states, contributing to the value of ∆Neff . If the early universe included an era
in which the energy density was dominated by black holes, we find that Hawking radiation will contribute to the
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2dark radiation at a level that can naturally address the tension between late and early-time Hubble determinations,
∆Neff ∼ 0.03− 0.2 for each light and decoupled species of spin 0, 1/2, or 1.
The null results of direct detection [43–45] and collider searches for dark matter provide us with motivation to
consider dark matter candidates that were never in thermal equilibrium in the early universe, but that were instead
produced through other mechanisms, such as misalignment production [46–48], out-of-equilibrium decays [49–53],
or gravitational production during inflation [54–56]. Hawking evaporation is a theoretically well motivated way to
generate dark matter particles that would not lead to observable signals in existing experiments. As we will show,
very heavy dark matter candidates (mDM >∼ 109 GeV) can naturally be generated with the measured abundance in
scenarios in which the early universe included a black hole dominated era.
In this paper, we revisit primordial black holes in the early universe, focusing on scenarios which include a black
hole dominated era prior to BBN. In such scenarios, we find that the products of Hawking evaporation can naturally
contribute substantially to the abundance of dark radiation, at a level of ∆Neff ∼ 0.03 − 0.2 for each light and
decoupled species. An abundance of dark radiation in this range would help to relax the reported Hubble tension,
and is projected to be within the reach of upcoming stage IV CMB experiments. We also consider the production
of dark matter through Hawking radiation in a black hole dominated early universe, finding that the measured dark
matter abundance can be easily accommodated if the mass of the dark matter candidate lies in the range between
mDM ∼ 109 GeV and the Planck scale.
II. BLACK HOLES IN THE EARLY UNIVERSE
A. Evaporation Preliminaries
A black hole with mass MBH loses mass through the process of Hawking evaporation [57], at a rate given by:
dMBH
dt
= −G g?,H(TBH)M
4
Pl
30720piM2BH
' −7.6× 1024 g s−1 g?,H(TBH)
(
g
MBH
)2
, (2)
where G ≈ 3.8 is the appropriate graybody factor, the temperature of a black hole is
TBH =
M2Pl
8piMBH
' 1.05× 1013 GeV
(
g
MBH
)
, (3)
and g?,H(TBH) counts all existing particle species with masses below TBH [58, 59] according to the prescription
g?,H(TBH) ≡
∑
i
wigi,H , gi,H =

1.82 s = 0
1.0 s = 1/2
0.41 s = 1
0.05 s = 2
, (4)
where wi = 2si + 1 for massive particles of spin si, wi = 2 for massless particles with si > 0, and wi = 1 for si = 0
species. At BH temperatures well above the electroweak scale BH evaporation emits the full SM particle spectrum
according to their g?,H weights; at temperatures below the MeV scale, only photons and neutrinos are emitted, so in
these limits we have
g?,H(TBH) '
{
108 , TBH  100 GeV , MBH  1011g
7 , TBH  MeV , MBH  1016g . (5)
Assuming g?,H(TBH) is approximately constant (which is always true for BH that evaporate entirely to SM radiation
before BBN), integrating Eq. (2) yields the time dependence of a BH with initial mass Mi
MBH(t) = Mi
(
1− t
τ
)1/3
, (6)
and its evaporation time τ can be written as
τ ≈ 1.3× 10−25 s g−3
∫ Mi
0
dMBHM
2
BH
g?,H(TBH)
≈ 4.0× 10−4 s
(
Mi
108 g
)3(
108
g?,H(TBH)
)
.
Although black holes can undergo mergers to form larger black holes and gain mass through accretion in the early
universe, we expect these processes to play an important role only at very early times, corresponding to T >∼ 108 GeV
×(108 g/MBH)3/4 (see Appendices A and B). With this in mind, one can think of the quantity, Mi, as the mass of a
given black hole after these processes have ceased to be efficient.
3B. Radiation Dominated Early Universe
Assuming for the moment that the universe was radiation dominated throughout its early history, the expansion
rate is given by:
H2 ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8piGρR
3
=
1
4t2
, ρR(T ) =
pi2g?(T )
30
T 4 , (7)
where G = M−2Pl , ρR is the energy density in radiation, and g?(T ) is the effective number of relativistic SM degrees-
of-freedom with equilibrium distributions
g?(T ) =
∑
B
gB
(
TB
T
)4
+
7
8
∑
F
gF
(
TF
T
)4
, (8)
evaluated at the photon temperature T , where the sum is over all bosons/fermions B/F with temperatures TB/F
and spin states gB/F . At the time of evaporation t = τ , the Hubble rate is H = 1/2τ , which corresponds to a SM
temperature of
Tτ ' 40 MeV
(
108 g
Mi
)3/2(
g?,H(TBH)
108
)1/2(
14
g?(Tτ )
)1/4
. (9)
As the universe expands, any population of primordial black holes that is present will evolve to constitute an
increasingly large fraction of the universe’s total energy density, with the ratio ρBH/ρR growing proportionally with
the scale factor. For very massive and long-lived black holes, this will continue until the epoch of matter-radiation
equality at which point the black holes will constitute some or all of the dark matter (see, for example, Refs [60, 61]).
If the black holes are relatively light, however, they will evaporate long before this point in cosmic history.
A universe that contains both radiation and a population of black holes will evolve as
H2 ≡
(
a˙
a
)2
=
8piG
3
(
ρR,i
a4
+
ρBH,i
a3
)
, (10)
where ρR,i and ρBH,i denote the energy densities in radiation and in black holes at some initial time, respectively. If
the universe starts out dominated by radiation with a temperature, Ti, the fraction of the energy density that consists
of black holes will grow by a factor of ∼ (Ti/40 MeV)(Mi/108 g)3/2 by the time that they evaporate. Thus, if the
initial BH density faction fi satisfies
(Eventual BH Domination) fi ≡ ρBH,i
ρR,i
& 4× 10−12
(
1010 GeV
Ti
)(
108 g
Mi
)3/2
, (11)
the black hole population will ultimately come to dominate the energy density of the early universe. In this sense,
black hole domination is at attractor solution to the evolution of the early universe. From this perspective, it would
not be surprising if the early universe included a black hole dominated era.
C. Black Hole Dominated Early Universe
In light of Sec.II B, it is generic to expect a period of BH domination even if the initial BH energy density is a
small fraction of the initial radiation density, as shown in Eq. (11). If this condition is satisfied in the early universe,
Hawking radiation plays a key role in reheating the universe and setting the initial conditions for all subsequent
cosmological epochs, including Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Thus, in this section and for the remainder of this
work, we will assume that the early universe is black hole dominated at early times and the subsequent era of radiation
domination, which contains BBN, arises entirely from Hawking radiation.
Once the black holes have entirely evaporated (at t = τ), the universe will be filled with the products of Hawking
radiation. In the case of SM evaporation products, these particles will thermalize to form a bath with the following
temperature:
TRH ' 50 MeV
(
108 g
Mi
)3/2(
g?,H(TBH)
108
)1/2(
14
g?(TRH)
)1/4
. (12)
4To preserve the successful predictions of BBN, we will limit ourselves to the case in which TRH >∼ 3 MeV, corresponding
to black holes lighter than Mi <∼ 6× 108 g. For this range of masses, TBH  10 TeV through evaporation, so the SM
contribution to g?,H is always ' 108. One might na¨ıvely be concerned that scenarios with low reheating temperatures
would pose a challenge for baryogenesis, as in standard cosmology this requires the existence of light particles that
violate baryon number. The Hawking evaporation of light black holes, however, populates the universe with particles
that are much heavier than the temperature of the SM bath, and thus provides a natural means by which to generate
the universe’s baryon asymmetry [19, 62–80].
The Hawking evaporation of primordial black holes will produce all particle species, including any that exist beyond
the limits of the SM. Unlike most other mechanisms for particle production in the early universe, Hawking radiation is
universal across all species, depending only on the mass and spin of the radiated degrees-of-freedom. Any products of
Hawking evaporation that possess significant couplings to the SM will rapidly thermalize with the surrounding bath.
On the other hand, Hawking evaporation could also produce particle species with extremely feeble (perhaps only
gravitational) couplings to the SM, which would not thermalize. If relatively light, such particles would constitute
dark radiation, and would be observable through their contribution to the effective number of neutrino species, Neff .
Heavier evaporation products, on the other hand, would quickly become non-relativistic and could plausibly contribute
to or constitute the dark matter of the universe.
III. DARK HAWKING RADIATION AND THE CONTRIBUTION TO ∆Neff
As the universe expands, the energy density in black holes evolves as follows:
dρBH
dt
= −3ρBHH + ρBH dMBH
dt
1
MBH
, (13)
where the first term corresponds to dilution from Hubble expansion, while the second term is from Hawking evaporation
as described in Eq. (2). In concert, the energy density in radiation evolves as follows:
dρR
dt
= −4ρRH − ρBH dMBH
dt
∣∣∣∣
SM
1
MBH
, (14)
where the second term is the result of energy being injected into the universe from the evaporating black holes.
After the black holes have evaporated, the universe will be filled with SM radiation, along with any other Hawking
radiation products that may have been produced. If there exist additional light states without significant couplings to
the SM, so-called “dark radiation” (DR), these particles will be produced through Hawking radiation and contribute
to the radiation density of the universe during BBN and recombination. If the universe is black hole dominated during
the era of evaporation, the fraction of the universe’s energy density in such particles will be given by the proportion
of their degrees-of-freedom, gDR,H/g?,H . As the universe expands and cools, the energy density in dark radiation is
diluted by four powers of the scale factor,
ρDR(TEQ)
ρDR(TRH)
=
(
aRH
aEQ
)4
. (15)
However, the energy density in the SM radiation bath is additionally diluted by a series of entropy dumps that occur
when SM radiation temperature falls below the mass of a particle species, which transfers its entropy to the remaining
radiation bath and increases the latter’s temperature. To evaluate the impact of these transfers, we apply entropy
conservation:
(a3s)RH = (a
3s)EQ =⇒ a3RH g?,S(TRH)T 3RH = a3EQ g?,S(TEQ)T 3EQ, (16)
where g?,S is the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom in entropy
g?S(T ) =
∑
B
gB
(
TB
T
)3
+
7
8
∑
F
gF
(
TF
T
)3
, (17)
where the sum is over all bosons/fermions B/F with temperatures TB/F and spin states gB/F . Although g?,S = g?
at high temperatures, this is not the case at matter-radiation equality when TEQ ' 0.75 eV and we have
g?S(TEQ) = 2 + 2Nν
(
7
8
)(
4
11
)
≈ 3.94 , g?(TEQ) = 2 + 2Nν
(
7
8
)(
4
11
)4/3
≈ 3.38 , (18)
5FIG. 1. In the left frame, we show the contribution to the effective number of neutrino species from Hawking evaporation in
a scenario in which the early universe included a black hole dominated era. Results are shown for a single, light decoupled
state that is either a Dirac fermion, Weyl Fermion, real scalar, massive vector, or massless spin-2 graviton, as a function of the
temperature of the universe after black hole evaporation. Also shown are the current constraints [28] as well as the projected
sensitivity of stage IV CMB measurements [81–83]. For ∆Neff ∼ 0.1−0.3 the tension between the value of the Hubble constant
as determined from local measurements and as inferred from the temperature anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background
can be substantially relaxed [25–27]. In the right frame, we show the relationship between the initial mass of the black holes
and the temperature of the universe following their evaporation, assuming black hole domination.
where Nν ' 3.046 is the effective number of SM neutrinos and we have used Eqs. (8) and (16). Thus, entropy
conservation yields
TEQ
TRH
=
(
aRH
aEQ
)(
g?,S(TRH)
g?,S(TEQ)
)1/3
, (19)
and the energy density in SM radiation is diluted by the following factor:
ρR(TEQ)
ρR(TRH)
=
(
aRH
aEQ
)4(
g?(TEQ)
g?(TRH)
)(
g?,S(TRH)
g?,S(TEQ)
)4/3
=
(
aRH
aEQ
)4(
g?(TEQ) g?,S(TRH)
1/3
g?,S(TEQ)4/3
)
. (20)
Using Eqs. (15) and (20), the dark and SM radiation density ratio at matter-radiation equality becomes
ρDR(TEQ)
ρR(TEQ)
=
(
gDR,H
g?,H
)(
g?,S(TEQ)
4/3
g?(TEQ) g?,S(TRH)1/3
)
, (21)
which is related to the effective number of neutrino species via
∆Neff =
ρDR(TEQ)
ρR(TEQ)
[
Nν +
8
7
(
11
4
)4/3]
=
(
gDR,H
g?,H
)(
g?S(TEQ)
g?S(TRH)
)1/3(
g?S(TEQ)
g?(TEQ)
)[
Nν +
8
7
(
11
4
)4/3]
. (22)
For high reheat temperatures, we thus have
∆Neff ≈ 0.10
(
gDR,H
4
)(
106
g?(TRH)
)1/3
, (23)
which is one of our main results. Using Eq. (23) we see that, unlike relativistic thermal relics in equilibrium with
the SM radiation bath, ∆Neff . 0.2 for any individual decoupled species produced via Hawking radiation, including
Dirac fermions. This conclusion holds even for low values of TRH  100 GeV because the BH “branching fraction”
into dark radiation scales as gDR,H(TBH)/g?,H(TBH) and TBH  100 GeV is always satisfied for BH masses that fully
evaporate before BBN (τ  sec), so the relative DR contribution is always diluted by a factor of g?,H(TBH) ' 108.
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FIG. 2. Two examples of the evolution of the energy density in SM radiation, primordial black holes, and dark matter, which
is produced through Hawking evaporation. In each frame, we have adopted an initial black hole mass of Mi = 10
8 g. In the
left frame, we show results for the case of an initial black hole density of fi = 8× 10−14 at Ti = 1010 GeV, and a dark matter
particle mass of mDM = 10
9 GeV. In the right frame, the black holes come to dominate the energy density of the universe, and
we have chosen mDM = 6× 1010 GeV.
We summarize these results in Fig. 1, where we plot ∆Neff as a function of the temperature of the universe after
the black holes have evaporated, TRH. For a light and decoupled Dirac fermion, massive vector, or real scalar, we
predict a contribution of ∆Neff ' 0.03 − 0.2, below current constraints from measurements of the CMB and baryon
acoustic oscillations (BAO) [28], but within the projected reach of stage IV CMB experiments [81–83].
If black holes did not dominate the energy density of the early universe, the contribution to ∆Neff will be reduced
accordingly. In the limit in which ρR  ρBH is maintained throughout the early universe, we arrive at:
∆Neff ≈ 3.5× 10−5 ×
(
gDR,H
4
)(
106
g?(Tτ )
)1/3(
fi(10
10 GeV)
10−15
)(
Mi
108 g
)3/2
, (24)
where fi(10
10 GeV) is the BH density fraction ρBH/ρR at a temperature of 10
10 GeV and Tτ is the SM temperature
at the time of evaporation in Eq. (7). In general, we expect Hawking evaporation to generate a sizable contribution to
Neff only if the early universe included a black hole dominated era or if there exist a large number of light, decoupled
species (gDR,H  1), as discussed in Sec. V.
Up to this point, we have treated the particles that make up the dark radiation as if they were massless. In order
for these Hawking radiation products to contribute towards dark radiation, their average kinetic energy evaluated at
the time of matter-radiation equality must approximately exceed their mass, 〈EDR〉 >∼ mDR. Under the simplifying
assumption that all of the Hawking radiation is emitted at the initial temperature of the black hole, the average
energy of these particles is given by:
〈EDR〉
∣∣∣∣
EQ
∼ αTBH,i × TEQ
TRH
(
g?(TEQ)
g?(TRH)
)1/3
∼ 3.9 MeV
(
α
3.15
)(
Mi
108 g
)1/2(
108
g?,H(TBH)
)1/2(
14
g?(TRH)
)1/12
,
where α ≈ 2.7 (3.15) for bosonic (fermionic) dark radiation. Numerically integrating the deposition of Hawking
radiation over the lifetime of the black hole, we arrive at a slightly higher value, a factor of 1.4 larger than that given
in the above expression. We thus conclude that in order to contribute towards dark radiation (as opposed to dark
matter) at matter-radiation-equality, Hawking evaporation products must be lighter than ∼ 5.5 MeV× (Mi/108 g)1/2.
IV. SUPERHEAVY DARK MATTER AS THE PRODUCTS OF HAWKING EVAPORATION
If there exist heavy, stable, decoupled particles, they will also be produced through Hawking radiation and will
contribute to the abundance of dark matter (see, for example, Refs. [77, 80, 84, 85]). If the early universe included
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FIG. 3. The values of the black hole energy fraction ρBH/ρR (evaluated at T = 10
10 GeV) and initial black hole mass Mi that
lead to ΩDMh
2 ' 0.1 for the case of dark matter in the form of a Dirac fermion with negligible couplings to the SM. Throughout
the upper right portion of this plane, the early universe included a period in which black holes dominated the total energy
density, and thus the results do not depend on the initial value of ρBH/ρR.
an era of black hole domination, the evaporation of the black holes leads to the following abundance of dark matter:
ΩDMh
2 ≈ 0.1
(
gDM,H
4
)(
6× 1010 GeV
mDM
)(
108 g
Mi
)5/2
. (25)
From Eq. (11), if the initial density ratio satisfies ρBH,i/ρR,i . 4 × 10−12 × (1010 GeV/Ti)(108g/Mi)3/2, the BH
population never dominates the total energy density of the universe. In this case, the evaporation of the black holes
leads to the following abundance of dark matter:
ΩDMh
2 ≈ 0.1
(
fi(10
10 GeV)
8× 10−14
)(
gDM,H
4
)(
109 GeV
mDM
)(
108 g
Mi
)
. (26)
In Fig. 2 we show two examples of the evolution of energy densities in radiation, black holes, and dark matter (as
produced via Hawking radiation). In the left frame, we start our Boltzmann code (at T = 1010 GeV) with only a
small abundance of black holes, fi ≡ ρR/ρBH = 10−14. In this case, the universe never becomes black hole dominated,
and the Hawking evaporation of Dirac fermions with a mass of 109 GeV make up the measured abundance of dark
matter. In the right frame, we instead consider a case in which the early universe becomes black hole dominated,
for which a heavier dark matter candidate is required. In each frame, we consider black holes with an initial mass of
Mi = 10
8 g.
In Fig. 3, we show the values of ρBH/ρR (evaluated at T = 10
10 GeV) and the initial black hole mass that lead to
ΩDMh
2 ' 0.1, for the case of dark matter in the form of a Dirac fermion with negligible couplings to the SM. In the
upper right (lower left) portion of this plane, the early universe included (did not include) a period in which black
holes dominated the total energy density.
Next, we consider the case in which each black hole ends the process of evaporation leaving behind a remnant of
mass Mremnant = ηMPl [86–88]. In a scenario in which black holes never dominate the energy density of the universe,
the black holes lead to the following abundance of such remnants:
Ωremnanth
2 ≈ 0.1×
(
η
1
)(
fi(10
10 GeV)
1.5× 10−6
)(
108 g
Mi
)
. (27)
In the opposite limit, in which there was a black hole dominated era, the evaporation of the black holes leads to
the following abundance of Planck mass remnants:
Ωremnanth
2 ≈ 0.1×
(
η
1
)(
6× 105 g
Mi
)5/2
. (28)
8Dark matter in the form of a superheavy, gravitationally interacting state would be very challenging to observe or
otherwise test. It has been proposed, however, that an array of quantum-limited impulse sensors could be used to
detect gravitationally particles with a Planck-scale mass [89].
V. PRIMORDIAL BLACK HOLES IN THE PRESENCE OF LARGE HIDDEN SECTORS
So far in this study, we have assumed that the black holes evaporate mostly into SM particles, possibly along with
a small number of states that act as either dark radiation or dark matter. It seems highly plausible, however, that
the SM describes only a small fraction of the degrees-of-freedom that constitute the universe’s total particle content.
If a large number of other particle degrees-of-freedom exist, black holes will evaporate more rapidly, producing the
full array of particles that are kinematically accessible (all of those with masses below ∼ TBH), independently of their
couplings or other characteristics.
As a first case, we will consider a scenario in which there exist a large number of degrees-of-freedom associated with
light particles with negligible couplings to the SM. Such a situation is motivated, for example, within the context of the
string axiverse, in which a large number of light and feebly-coupled scalars are predicted [90–93]. If the early universe
experienced a black hole dominated era, it follows from Eq. (23) that this would lead to ∆Neff ∼ (0.04−0.08)×Naxion,
where Naxion is the number of axions that exist (see also Fig. 1). Given the current constraint of ∆Neff <∼ 0.28 [28],
this indicates that Naxion <∼ 7, regardless of TRH. Thus the existence of a black hole dominated era appears to be
inconsistent with the existence of a large axiverse (see also Ref. [84]).
As a second example, consider the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In this case, approximately
half of the Hawking evaporation products will be superpartners for all black holes with a temperature greater than
the characteristic scale of superpartner masses, TBH >∼MSUSY, corresponding to MBH <∼ 1010 g ×(TeV/MSUSY). If R-
parity is conserved, all such superpartners will decay to the lightest supersymmetric particle, producing a potentially
large relic abundance. If the lightest superpartner is weakly interacting (such as a neutralino), it may or may not
reach equilibrium with the SM bath, depending on the temperature at the time of evaporation. For Mi >∼ 10−2 g
×(TeV/MSUSY)2/3, Hawking evaporation will finalize at a temperature below that of neutralino freeze-out, leading to
a large relic abundance. If the early universe included a black hole dominated era, such a scenario is strongly excluded
(see also Refs. [94–97]). To obtain an abundance of superpartners that is equal to the measured density of dark matter,
we would require an initial black hole abundance (at T = 1010 GeV) of only ρBH/ρR ∼ 10−20 (TeV/MSUSY)(108 g/Mi).
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
If even a small abundance of black holes were present in the early universe, this population would evolve to
constitute a larger fraction of the total energy density, up to the point at which they evaporate or until matter-
radiation equality. From this perspective, it is natural to consider scenarios in which the early universe included an
era of black hole domination. To avoid altering the light element abundances, such black holes must evaporate prior
to BBN, corresponding to initial masses less than Mi <∼ 6× 108 g.
Unlike most other mechanisms for particle production in the early universe, Hawking evaporation generates particles
democratically, producing all particle species including those with with small or negligible couplings to the SM. From
this perspective, black holes provide a well-motivated mechanism to produce both dark radiation and dark matter. If
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Dark Radiation ΩΧ > ΩCDM Dark Matter
⇠ 10MeV
<latexit sha1_base64="I42ncB7MmRELzSG9SyWx5oJFJtQ=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUn9V XrKz52bgaL4EJKkhZtd0U3boQKpi00oUymk3boTBJmJkINxb/ixoWKW3+IO/+NaRqkPg4MHM65l7l8XsSoVIbxqRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dfXevLcNYYGLjkIWi6yFJGA2IrahipBsJgrjHSMcbX 876zh0RkobBrZpExOVoGFCfYqTSqK8fOJJyaBowcQSHzim8Ju1pXy8bFSMT/GvM3JRBrlZf/3AGIY45CRRmSMqeaUTKTZBQFDMyLTmxJBHCYzQkvdQGiBPpJtn1U3icJgPohyJ9gYJZuriRIC7 lhHvpJEdqJH93s/C/rhcrv+4mNIhiRQI8/8iPGVQhnKGAAyoIVmySGoQFTW+FeIQEwioFVsogWNWqZZqLEBqNunVW+4ZgW5VGxbiplZsXOY0iOARH4ASY4Bw0wRVoARtgcA8ewTN40R60J+1Ve5 uPFrR8Zx/8kPb+BaVJk74=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I42ncB7MmRELzSG9SyWx5oJFJtQ=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUn9V XrKz52bgaL4EJKkhZtd0U3boQKpi00oUymk3boTBJmJkINxb/ixoWKW3+IO/+NaRqkPg4MHM65l7l8XsSoVIbxqRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dfXevLcNYYGLjkIWi6yFJGA2IrahipBsJgrjHSMcbX 876zh0RkobBrZpExOVoGFCfYqTSqK8fOJJyaBowcQSHzim8Ju1pXy8bFSMT/GvM3JRBrlZf/3AGIY45CRRmSMqeaUTKTZBQFDMyLTmxJBHCYzQkvdQGiBPpJtn1U3icJgPohyJ9gYJZuriRIC7 lhHvpJEdqJH93s/C/rhcrv+4mNIhiRQI8/8iPGVQhnKGAAyoIVmySGoQFTW+FeIQEwioFVsogWNWqZZqLEBqNunVW+4ZgW5VGxbiplZsXOY0iOARH4ASY4Bw0wRVoARtgcA8ewTN40R60J+1Ve5 uPFrR8Zx/8kPb+BaVJk74=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I42ncB7MmRELzSG9SyWx5oJFJtQ=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUn9V XrKz52bgaL4EJKkhZtd0U3boQKpi00oUymk3boTBJmJkINxb/ixoWKW3+IO/+NaRqkPg4MHM65l7l8XsSoVIbxqRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dfXevLcNYYGLjkIWi6yFJGA2IrahipBsJgrjHSMcbX 876zh0RkobBrZpExOVoGFCfYqTSqK8fOJJyaBowcQSHzim8Ju1pXy8bFSMT/GvM3JRBrlZf/3AGIY45CRRmSMqeaUTKTZBQFDMyLTmxJBHCYzQkvdQGiBPpJtn1U3icJgPohyJ9gYJZuriRIC7 lhHvpJEdqJH93s/C/rhcrv+4mNIhiRQI8/8iPGVQhnKGAAyoIVmySGoQFTW+FeIQEwioFVsogWNWqZZqLEBqNunVW+4ZgW5VGxbiplZsXOY0iOARH4ASY4Bw0wRVoARtgcA8ewTN40R60J+1Ve5 uPFrR8Zx/8kPb+BaVJk74=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I42ncB7MmRELzSG9SyWx5oJFJtQ=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUn9V XrKz52bgaL4EJKkhZtd0U3boQKpi00oUymk3boTBJmJkINxb/ixoWKW3+IO/+NaRqkPg4MHM65l7l8XsSoVIbxqRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dfXevLcNYYGLjkIWi6yFJGA2IrahipBsJgrjHSMcbX 876zh0RkobBrZpExOVoGFCfYqTSqK8fOJJyaBowcQSHzim8Ju1pXy8bFSMT/GvM3JRBrlZf/3AGIY45CRRmSMqeaUTKTZBQFDMyLTmxJBHCYzQkvdQGiBPpJtn1U3icJgPohyJ9gYJZuriRIC7 lhHvpJEdqJH93s/C/rhcrv+4mNIhiRQI8/8iPGVQhnKGAAyoIVmySGoQFTW+FeIQEwioFVsogWNWqZZqLEBqNunVW+4ZgW5VGxbiplZsXOY0iOARH4ASY4Bw0wRVoARtgcA8ewTN40R60J+1Ve5 uPFrR8Zx/8kPb+BaVJk74=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I42ncB7MmRELzSG9SyWx5oJFJtQ=">AAAB/HicbZBLS8NAFIUn9V XrKz52bgaL4EJKkhZtd0U3boQKpi00oUymk3boTBJmJkINxb/ixoWKW3+IO/+NaRqkPg4MHM65l7l8XsSoVIbxqRWWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dfXevLcNYYGLjkIWi6yFJGA2IrahipBsJgrjHSMcbX 876zh0RkobBrZpExOVoGFCfYqTSqK8fOJJyaBowcQSHzim8Ju1pXy8bFSMT/GvM3JRBrlZf/3AGIY45CRRmSMqeaUTKTZBQFDMyLTmxJBHCYzQkvdQGiBPpJtn1U3icJgPohyJ9gYJZuriRIC7 lhHvpJEdqJH93s/C/rhcrv+4mNIhiRQI8/8iPGVQhnKGAAyoIVmySGoQFTW+FeIQEwioFVsogWNWqZZqLEBqNunVW+4ZgW5VGxbiplZsXOY0iOARH4ASY4Bw0wRVoARtgcA8ewTN40R60J+1Ve5 uPFrR8Zx/8kPb+BaVJk74=</latexit>
⇠ 109GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="D6SCWmTCwL6F36gppIsLKK+LrLQ=">AAAB/nicbZBLS8NAFIUnP mt9RQU3bgaL4EJKkhZtdkUXuqxgH9DEMplO2qEzSZiZCCV24V9x40LFrb/Dnf/GNA1SHwcGDufcy1w+L2JUKsP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3JcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMBqQpqKKkU4kCOIeI21 vdDHt23dESBoGN2ocEZejQUB9ipFKo56+70jKoWnc2jBxBIfOCbwkrUlPLxllIxP8a8zclECuRk//cPohjjkJFGZIyq5pRMpNkFAUMzIpOrEkEcIjNCDd1AaIE+km2f0TeJQmfeiHIn2Bglk6v 5EgLuWYe+kkR2oof3fT8L+uGyu/5iY0iGJFAjz7yI8ZVCGcwoB9KghWbJwahAVNb4V4iATCKkVWzCBYlYplmvMQbLtmnVa/ITStsl02rqul+nlOowAOwCE4BiY4A3VwBRqgCTC4B4/gGbxoD9q T9qq9zUYXtHxnD/yQ9v4F1yCUYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6SCWmTCwL6F36gppIsLKK+LrLQ=">AAAB/nicbZBLS8NAFIUnP mt9RQU3bgaL4EJKkhZtdkUXuqxgH9DEMplO2qEzSZiZCCV24V9x40LFrb/Dnf/GNA1SHwcGDufcy1w+L2JUKsP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3JcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMBqQpqKKkU4kCOIeI21 vdDHt23dESBoGN2ocEZejQUB9ipFKo56+70jKoWnc2jBxBIfOCbwkrUlPLxllIxP8a8zclECuRk//cPohjjkJFGZIyq5pRMpNkFAUMzIpOrEkEcIjNCDd1AaIE+km2f0TeJQmfeiHIn2Bglk6v 5EgLuWYe+kkR2oof3fT8L+uGyu/5iY0iGJFAjz7yI8ZVCGcwoB9KghWbJwahAVNb4V4iATCKkVWzCBYlYplmvMQbLtmnVa/ITStsl02rqul+nlOowAOwCE4BiY4A3VwBRqgCTC4B4/gGbxoD9q T9qq9zUYXtHxnD/yQ9v4F1yCUYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6SCWmTCwL6F36gppIsLKK+LrLQ=">AAAB/nicbZBLS8NAFIUnP mt9RQU3bgaL4EJKkhZtdkUXuqxgH9DEMplO2qEzSZiZCCV24V9x40LFrb/Dnf/GNA1SHwcGDufcy1w+L2JUKsP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3JcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMBqQpqKKkU4kCOIeI21 vdDHt23dESBoGN2ocEZejQUB9ipFKo56+70jKoWnc2jBxBIfOCbwkrUlPLxllIxP8a8zclECuRk//cPohjjkJFGZIyq5pRMpNkFAUMzIpOrEkEcIjNCDd1AaIE+km2f0TeJQmfeiHIn2Bglk6v 5EgLuWYe+kkR2oof3fT8L+uGyu/5iY0iGJFAjz7yI8ZVCGcwoB9KghWbJwahAVNb4V4iATCKkVWzCBYlYplmvMQbLtmnVa/ITStsl02rqul+nlOowAOwCE4BiY4A3VwBRqgCTC4B4/gGbxoD9q T9qq9zUYXtHxnD/yQ9v4F1yCUYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6SCWmTCwL6F36gppIsLKK+LrLQ=">AAAB/nicbZBLS8NAFIUnP mt9RQU3bgaL4EJKkhZtdkUXuqxgH9DEMplO2qEzSZiZCCV24V9x40LFrb/Dnf/GNA1SHwcGDufcy1w+L2JUKsP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3JcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMBqQpqKKkU4kCOIeI21 vdDHt23dESBoGN2ocEZejQUB9ipFKo56+70jKoWnc2jBxBIfOCbwkrUlPLxllIxP8a8zclECuRk//cPohjjkJFGZIyq5pRMpNkFAUMzIpOrEkEcIjNCDd1AaIE+km2f0TeJQmfeiHIn2Bglk6v 5EgLuWYe+kkR2oof3fT8L+uGyu/5iY0iGJFAjz7yI8ZVCGcwoB9KghWbJwahAVNb4V4iATCKkVWzCBYlYplmvMQbLtmnVa/ITStsl02rqul+nlOowAOwCE4BiY4A3VwBRqgCTC4B4/gGbxoD9q T9qq9zUYXtHxnD/yQ9v4F1yCUYw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D6SCWmTCwL6F36gppIsLKK+LrLQ=">AAAB/nicbZBLS8NAFIUnP mt9RQU3bgaL4EJKkhZtdkUXuqxgH9DEMplO2qEzSZiZCCV24V9x40LFrb/Dnf/GNA1SHwcGDufcy1w+L2JUKsP41BYWl5ZXVgtrxfWNza1tfWe3JcNYYNLEIQtFx0OSMBqQpqKKkU4kCOIeI21 vdDHt23dESBoGN2ocEZejQUB9ipFKo56+70jKoWnc2jBxBIfOCbwkrUlPLxllIxP8a8zclECuRk//cPohjjkJFGZIyq5pRMpNkFAUMzIpOrEkEcIjNCDd1AaIE+km2f0TeJQmfeiHIn2Bglk6v 5EgLuWYe+kkR2oof3fT8L+uGyu/5iY0iGJFAjz7yI8ZVCGcwoB9KghWbJwahAVNb4V4iATCKkVWzCBYlYplmvMQbLtmnVa/ITStsl02rqul+nlOowAOwCE4BiY4A3VwBRqgCTC4B4/gGbxoD9q T9qq9zUYXtHxnD/yQ9v4F1yCUYw==</latexit>
Hawking Radiation
Dark 
RadiationThermal Relic Dark Matter ΩΧ > ΩCDM
⇠ 1 eV
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⇠ 1MeV
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⇠ 105GeV
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FIG. 4. In contrast to thermal relics, Hawking radiation in a black hole dominated scenario can produce dark radiation in the
form of particles with masses up to mDR ∼ 5.5 MeV× (Mi/108 g)1/2, as well as dark matter for particles with masses between
mDM ∼ 1011 GeV× (108 g/Mi)5/2 and the Planck scale. For thermal relics, masses below . MeV spoil early universe cosmology
[98] and masses above & 105 GeV overclose the universe in perturbative, unitary theories [99].
9the early universe included a black hole dominated era, then Hawking radiation will contribute to dark radiation at
a level ∆Neff ∼ 0.03− 0.2 for each light and decoupled species, depending on their spin and on the initial black hole
mass. This range is well suited to relax the tension between late and early-time Hubble determinations, and is within
the reach of upcoming stage IV CMB experiments. The dark matter could also originate as Hawking radiation in a
black hole dominated early universe, although such dark matter candidates must be very heavy to avoid exceeding
the measured abundance, mDM ∼ 1011 GeV × (108 g/Mi)5/2.
In Fig. 4 we summarize some of key results of this analysis and contrast them with those found in the case of dark
radiation or dark matter that originates as a thermal relic of the early universe. Whereas thermal relics can constitute
dark radiation only if lighter than ∼ eV, Hawking radiation in a black hole dominated scenario can produce dark
radiation in the form of particles with masses up to mDR <∼ 5.5 MeV×(Mi/108 g)1/2. Similarly, whereas thermal relics
can make up the dark matter without unacceptably altering the light element abundances and large scale structure
of the universe only for m >∼ MeV, Hawking radiation can produce an acceptable abundance of dark matter particles
with masses between mDM ∼ 1011 GeV × (108 g/Mi)5/2 and the Planck scale.
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Appendix A: Black Hole Mergers in the Early Universe
The rate at which black holes are captured into binary systems is given by Γbc = nBHσbcv. For two black of holes
of the same mass, this cross section is given by [60]:
σbc = pi
(
85pi
3
)2/7
r2Schwv
−18/7 ' 45
(
MBH
M2Pl
)2
v−18/7, (A1)
where rSchw is the Schwarzschild radius of the black holes. The ratio of the binary capture rate to that of Hubble
expansion is thus given by:
Γbc
H
≈ 45
√
3ρBHMBHv
−11/7
√
8piρ
1/2
tot M
3
Pl
(A2)
≈ 0.02×
(
MBH
108 g
)(
Teff
107 GeV
)2(
v
10−5
)−11/7(
ρBH
ρtot
)
, (A3)
where Teff is defined such that ρtot ≡ pi2g?(Teff)T 4eff/30. We conclude that even if the energy density of the early
universe were dominated by black holes, the rate for binary capture exceeds the rate of Hubble expansion only at very
early times, Teff >∼ 108 GeV × (108 g/MBH)1/2 (v/10−5)11/14.
Furthermore, even if primordial black holes form binaries efficiently in the early universe, it is not clear that they
will merge before evaporating. Assuming that gravitational wave emission dominates the process by which black hole
binaries loses energy, the inspiral time is given by [100]:
tinsp =
5a40
512G3M3BH
, (A4)
where a0 is the initial separation of the inspiring black holes. The ratio of the inspiral time to the evaporation time
[see Eq. (7)] is then given by:
tinsp
τ
' 10× ζ4
(
108 GeV
Teff
)8(
108 g
MBH
)6
, (A5)
where ζ ≡ a0Hbc and Teff is again defined such that ρtot ≡ pi2g?(Teff)T 4eff/30, but in this case evaluated at the time
of binary capture. Since ζ ∼ O(0.1), we expect the black holes to merge before evaporating (tinsp <∼ tτ ) only at very
early times, Tbc >∼ 4 × 107 GeV × (ζ/0.1)1/2(108 g/MBH)3/4. We do note, however, that in the early universe, when
the ambient density is large, it is possible that more efficient mechanisms of angular momentum transfer were active,
potentially leading to shorter inspiral times.
To summarize this section, if the universe were black hole dominated at very early times, corresponding to effective
temperatures greater than ∼ 108 GeV ×(108 g/MBH)3/4, a substantial fraction of the black holes may have undergone
mergers. With this in mind, one should interpret the initial black hole mass, Mi, as used throughout this paper to
denote the mass of the black holes after the processes of binary capture and inspiral have become inefficient.
Appendix B: Bondi-Hoyle Accretion
A black hole in a bath of radiation will undergo Bondi-Hoyle accretion, gaining mass at the following rate [101]:
dMBH
dt
∣∣∣∣
Accretion
=
4piλM2BHρR
M4Pl(1 + c
2
s)
3/2
, (B1)
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where λ is an O(1) constant and cs ' 1/
√
3 is the sound speed in the radiation bath. Combining this with the rate
of mass loss from Hawking evaporation [see Eq. (2)], we can write the total rate of change as follows:
dMBH
dt
=
piGg∗,H(TBH)T 2BH
480
[
λg∗(TR)
Gg∗,H(TBH)(1 + c2s)3/2
(
TR
TBH
)4
− 1
]
. (B2)
Since λg∗/Gg∗,H(1 + c2s)3/2 is an order one quantity, we conclude that a black hole will generally gain mass when
TR >∼ TBH, and lose mass otherwise. When we compare the fractional accretion rate, (1/M)dM/dt, to that of Hubble
expansion, we find that accretion plays an important role only when TR >∼ 1012 GeV × (108 g/MBH)1/2.
